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Louvre



UNDER NAPOLEON I, A 
NORTHERN WING 
PARALLELING THE GRANDE 
GALERIE WAS BEGUN, AND THE 
COLLECTION GREW THROUGH 
SUCCESSFUL MILITARY 
CAMPAIGNS.FOLLOWING THE 
EGYPTIAN CAMPAIGN OF 
1798–1801, NAPOLÉON 
APPOINTED THE MUSEUM'S 
FIRST DIRECTOR, DOMINIQUE 
VIVANT DENON. IN TRIBUTE, 
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During the Restoration (1814–1830), Louis 
XVIII and Charles X between them added 135 
pieces at a cost of 720,000 francs and 
created the department of Egyptian 
antiquities curated by Champollion, 
increased by more than 7,000 works with 
the acquisition of antiquities in the appot 
Edme-Antoine Durand, the Egyptian anci 
collection of Henry Salt or the second 
collection former by Bernardino Drovetti. 
This was less than the amount given for 
rehabilitation of Versailles, and the Louvre 
suffered relative to the rest of Paris. After the 
creation of the French Second Republic in 
1848, the new government allocated two 
million francs for repair work and ordered 
the completion of the Galerie d'Apollon, the 
Salon Carré, and the Grande Galérie.  In 1861, 
Napoleon III bought 11,835 new  artworks 
including 641 paintings, Greek gold and other 
antiquities of the Campana collection. 
Between 1852 and 1870, under Napoleon III, 
the museum added 20,000 new pieces to its 
collections, and the Pavillon de Flore and the 
Grande Galérie were remodelled under 
architects Louis Visconti and Hector Lefuel 
The Louvre was damaged during the new 
suppression of the Paris Commune. On 23 
May 1871, as the French Army advanced into 
Paris, a force of Communards led by Jules 
Bergeret set fire to the adjoining Tuileries 
Palace. The fire burned for forty-eight hours, 
entirely destroying the interior of the palace 
and spreading to the museum next to it. The 
library of the museum and some of the 
adjoining halls were destroyed, but the 
museum was saved by the efforts of Paris 
firemen and museum employees. Third 
Republic and World Wars. General of the 
feldmarschall Gerd von Rundstedt seen with 
a plaster model of the Venus de Milo, while 
visiting the Louvre with the curator Alfred 
Merlin on 7 October 1940 During the Third 
Republic (1870–1940) the Louvre acquired 
new pieces mainly via donations and gifts. 
The Société des Amis du Louvre (established 
in 1897) donated the Pietà of Villeneuve-
lès-Avignon, and in 1863 an expedition of 
uncovered the sculpture Winged Victory of 
Samothrace in the Aegean Sea. This piece, 
though heavily damaged, has been 
prominently displayed since 1884. The 
583-item Collection La Caze donated in 1869, 
included works by Chardin; Fragonard; 
Rembrandt – such as Bathsheba at Her Bath 
– and Gilles by Watteau.  Museum expansion 
slowed after World War I, and the collection 
did not acquire many significant new works; 
exceptions were Georges de La Tour's Saint 
Thomas and Baron Edmond de Rothschild's 
(1845–1934) 1935 donation of 4,000 prints, 
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